Scientific Games Boosts Sportsbook Offering with New Marketing Services
Riggs, Leask and Lynch to Lead Marketing Services for Global Customers
LAS VEGAS – October 24, 2018 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific Games” or the
“Company”) has added key experienced industry professionals to its SG Digital group to drive Marketing
Services as part of the Sportsbook Operations Team in Gibraltar. This bolsters the Company’s B2B and B2G
offerings in support of its strong base of Lottery, Gaming, and Sports Betting customers. As announced last
month, the Sportsbook Operations service, supported by a team of industry experts based in Gibraltar, gives
sports betting operators seamless solutions to manage the day-to-day tasks of running a sportsbook.
Charlie Riggs, Rick Leask, and Allison Lynch are among the hires that will bring SG Digital’s Marketing Services
operation to the next level, further enhancing partner capabilities in the sportsbook space. These individuals,
supported by a team of 25, will manage brand and customer research, acquisition and retention, optimisation,
analytics, and other day-to-day sportsbook functions. The team brings decades of experience from industryleading operators, including William Hill and Playtech.
Keith O’Loughlin, SVP Sportsbook at SG Digital, said, “These hires immediately ramped up our sportsbook
efforts, empowering us to continue to build top-tier sportsbook technology for our global partners while
simultaneously managing daily operations. We’re thrilled to have talented individuals with deep industry
experience on board; Marketing Services will further cement our position as a leader and innovator in the
sports betting industry. “
With the new team, SGD will have an industry leading Marketing Services team to complement the technology,
product offering and platform, further solidifying SG Digital’s position as a leading global supplier of end-toend sportsbook solutions. With these solutions now available, SG Digital’s partners are staged for long-term
success in sports betting as they level up across their in-venue, retail, and online portfolios.
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About Scientific Games

Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is the global leader in technology-based gaming systems, table
games, table products and instant games and a leader in products, services and content for gaming, lottery
and interactive gaming markets. Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted
security, creative content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. Today, we offer customers a fully
integrated portfolio of technology platforms, robust systems, engaging content and unrivalled professional
services. For more information, please visit www.scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S.
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such
as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current expectations,
assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you
should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results
may differ materially from those contemplated in these statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties
and other factors, including those factors described in our filings with the SEC, including the Company's
current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed
with the SEC on March 1, 2018 (including under the headings "Forward Looking Statements" and "Risk
Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for Scientific
Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation
to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise.

